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直感 Deep Learning 2018-02 機械学習ライブラリkerasの解説書 画像識別 画像生成 自然言語処理 感情識別 自動ゲームプレイなどの幅広いサンプルを例示
Macs All-in-One For Dummies 2014-05-05 your all in one guide to unleashing your mac s full potential it s a mac world out there but if you
haven t read the instruction manual you may be neglecting some of your computer s coolest features turn to macs all in one for dummies
jam packed guide to access the incredible tools within your computer with this fully updated reference you will learn how to use launchpad
and mission control protect your mac back up and restore data with time machine sync across devices in icloud import organize and share
photos direct in imovie compose in garageband and so much more the possibilities are endless with such a powerful tool includes 6
minibooks mac basics online communications beyond the basics your mac as a multimedia entertainment center taking care of business and
mac networking walks you through setting up and sending e mail surfing the web with safari organizing your files and folders connecting to a
network creating reminders and notifications finding your way with maps staying organized with calendar and notes and customizing your
mac just the way you want it features updated coverage of os x mavericks the latest macintosh computers the newest versions of ilife and
iwork and noteworthy trends and tools on the market for this fourth edition whether you re new to the apple craze or a dedicated mac user
from the onset there s something for everyone in this bestselling guide to making friends with your mac
Real World HTTP 2020-04 webテクノロジーの基礎となるhttpとその関連技術を解説する学習書の改訂版 最低限知っておきたいhttpの知識を解説
ElasticSearch Cookbook - Second Edition 2015-01-28 if you are a developer who implements elasticsearch in your web applications and
want to sharpen your understanding of the core elements and applications this is the book for you it is assumed that you ve got working
knowledge of json and if you want to extend elasticsearch of java and related technologies
Teaching Language and Teaching Literature in Virtual Environments 2018-09-14 this book sheds new light on language and literature
teaching and offers examples of teaching language in virtual environments providing an overview of virtual environments for teaching it also
includes chapters devoted to methodology design for second language teaching in these environments further it describes tools for second
foreign language teaching and proposals for specific second language teaching in virtual environments lastly it presents experiments on
literature teaching in virtual environments and discusses the future of technology in education with interdisciplinary appeal the book is a
particularly valuable resource for scholars with an interest in technology language teaching and literature teaching
Elasticsearch 5.x Cookbook 2017-02-06 over 170 advanced recipes to search analyze deploy manage and monitor data effectively with
elasticsearch 5 x about this book deploy and manage simple elasticsearch nodes as well as complex cluster topologies write native plugins to
extend the functionalities of elasticsearch 5 x to boost your business packed with clear step by step recipes to walk you through the
capabilities of elasticsearch 5 x who this book is for if you are a developer who wants to get the most out of elasticsearch for advanced
search and analytics this is the book for you some understanding of json is expected if you want to extend elasticsearch understanding of
java and related technologies is also required what you will learn choose the best elasticsearch cloud topology to deploy and power it up with
external plugins develop tailored mapping to take full control of index steps build complex queries through managing indices and documents
optimize search results through executing analytics aggregations monitor the performance of the cluster and nodes install kibana to monitor
cluster and extend kibana for plugins integrate elasticsearch in java scala python and big data applications in detail elasticsearch is a lucene
based distributed search server that allows users to index and search unstructured content with petabytes of data this book is your one stop
guide to master the complete elasticsearch ecosystem we ll guide you through comprehensive recipes on what s new in elasticsearch 5 x
showing you how to create complex queries and analytics and perform index mapping aggregation and scripting further on you will explore
the modules of cluster and node monitoring and see ways to back up and restore a snapshot of an index you will understand how to install



kibana to monitor a cluster and also to extend kibana for plugins finally you will also see how you can integrate your java scala python and
big data applications such as apache spark and pig with elasticsearch and add enhanced functionalities with custom plugins by the end of
this book you will have an in depth knowledge of the implementation of the elasticsearch architecture and will be able to manage data
efficiently and effectively with elasticsearch style and approach this book follows a problem solution approach to effectively use and manage
elasticsearch each recipe focuses on a particular task at hand and is explained in a very simple easy to understand manner
Taking Your iPhone 4 to the Max 2010-12-28 unleash your iphone and take it to the limit using powerful tips and techniques from tech
consultant steve sande and gadget hacker erica sadun fast and fun to read taking your iphone 4 to the max shows you how to get the most
out of apple s iphone 4 you ll find all the best undocumented tricks as well as the most efficient and enjoyable introduction to the iphone
available starting with an introduction to iphone basics you ll quickly move on to discover the iphone s hidden potential like how to connect to
a tv use voice control have video chats with facetime and call friends overseas with low cost voip from the unified email inbox and surfing the
with mobile safari exploring the world of social networking using the multitasking capabilities of ios 4 taking and editing photos shopping for
apps media and books or just managing phone callspqz 21723you ll find it all in this book you ll even learn tips on where to get the best
iphone accessories get ready to take iphone 4 to the max
Transactions on Engineering Technologies 2016-03-25 this volume comprises selected extended papers written by prominent
researchers participating in the international multiconference of engineers and computer scientists 2015 hong kong 18 20 march 2015 the
conference served as a platform for discussion of frontier topics in theoretical and applied engineering and computer science and subjects
covered include communications systems control theory and automation bioinformatics artificial intelligence data mining engineering
mathematics scientific computing engineering physics electrical engineering and industrial applications the book describes the state of the
art in engineering technologies and computer science and its applications and will serve as an excellent reference for industrial and academic
researchers and graduate students working in these fields
Real World Adobe InDesign CS4 2009-06-02 adobe indesign is a full fledged sophisticated program tightly integrated with the other adobe
industry leading graphics and programs in the creative suite it s the essential tool for anyone doing page layout and design real world adobe
indesign cs4 offers industrial strength and time saving techniques for design professionals who need to start laying out proofing and printing
pages with indesign cs4 without missing a beat or a deadline in their fast paced production cycles design pros will find everything they need
here to successfully master indesign s advanced page layout tools manage color snippets and use the program more efficiently they ll also
find complete coverage of essential features in indesign cs4 including live preflight customizable links panel conditional text cross references
interactive document capability with the new swf file animated page transitions export to flash cs4 functionality smart guides and smart
spacing spread rotation and smart text reflow
Handbook of Digital Public History 2022-04-04 this handbook provides a systematic overview of the present state of international
research in digital public history individual studies by internationally renowned public historians digital humanists and digital historians
elucidate central issues in the field and present a critical account of the major public history accomplishments research activities and
practices with the public and of their digital context the handbook applies an international and comparative approach looks at the historical
development of the field focuses on technical background and the use of specific digital media and tools furthermore the handbook analyzes
connections with local communities and different publics worldwide when engaging in digital activities with the past indicating directions for
future research and teaching activities



QuarkXPress For Dummies 2016-12-19 take the kinks out of working with quarkxpress quarkxpress still remains one of the top tools for
layout and design projects even thirty years after it made its debut this full color hands on guide is here to help you take the guesswork out
of using this powerful tool to create stunning print or digital designs in quarkxpress for dummies you ll find information on the latest changes
to quarkxpress easy to follow step by step guidance on using the tools built into the software to aid in designing and outputting visual
product and quick solutions to common quark problems when you get stuck quarkxpress dominated the page layout world for decades it s
stuck around thanks to how it readily adapts to customer needs this new version contains updates and features driven solely by customer
feedback that responsiveness is luring new and former users to the fold that resurgence in the design community has quark users clamoring
for an authoritative book on how to use it to its fullest created in partnership with the pros at quark this is the book for new and experienced
quarkxpress users looking to make sense of the latest version offers unbeatable tricks for working with text provides guidance on managing
larger design projects includes tips on how to correct mistakes take a tour of the palettes add style to your work and make quarkxpress work
for you
Day One: Juniper Ambassadors’ Cookbook for Enterprise 2012-09-20 while the most conspicuous components of the us army air forces
in world war ii were the air units there were also hundreds of ground units and organisations besides assigned military personnel the aaf also
employed thousands of civilians many unique outfits were designed to meet the aaf s special needs uniformed civilians also possessed a
variety of unique uniforms and insignia these general issue and specific uniforms are the subject of this volume by one of osprey s most
experienced authors gordon l rottman whose detailed text is backed by plenty of contemporary photographs and 12 full page colour plates
by francis chin
US Army Air Force (2) 2021-09-20 this volume provides the first comprehensive introduction to the intersections between christianity and
the digital humanities dh is a well established fast growing multidisciplinary field producing computational applications and analytical models
to enable new kinds of research scholars of christianity were among the first pioneers to explore these possibilities using digital approaches
to transform the study of christian texts history and ideas and innovative work is taking place today all over the world this volume aims to
celebrate and continue that legacy by bringing together 15 of the most exciting contemporary projects grouped into four categories canon
corpus and manuscript examines physical texts and collections words and meanings explores digital approaches to language and linguistics
digital history uses digital techniques to explore the christian past and theology and pedagogy engages with digital approaches to teaching
formation and christian ideas this volume introduces key debates shares exciting initiatives and aims to encourage new innovations in
analysis and communication christianity and the digital humanities is ideally suited as a starting point for students and researchers
interested in this vast and complex field
Digital Humanities and Christianity 2013-10-23 with a growing focus on digital destinations the publishing landscape is evolving at a dizzying
speed and indesign cc is at the forefront of the digital frontier known as the premiere layout application for magazine and print collateral
indesign is also a powerful creation tool for both static and interactive pdf flash swf epub and apps that can be published for sale in various
app stores this tutorial based guide to indesign cc provides you with a hands on experience of the epub creation process indesign animation
digital publishing suite app creation creation of interactive pdfs and a host of techniques that serve equally well in both print and digital
production this extensively detailed book is filled with over 700 screenshots explicit diagrams and step by step real world exercises to get
you up and running with indesign animation buttons forms and other interactive elements interactive pdfs epub app building with dps the
fundamentals of html css and grep a treasure trove of trips and techniques that will forever transform your work with indesign



Interactive InDesign CC 2014-05-15 本書は ブラウザ に関連する インターネットで使用される様々なネットワーク技術をまとめたものです websocketやhttp 2 0やwebrtcのように最新ブラウザで簡単に動作する
新しい技術から そのような技術の土台となるtcpやudpやトランスポート層についてまで幅広くカバーします
ハイパフォーマンスブラウザネットワーキング 2012 annotation this title offers exciting new enhancements to its already powerful tools among the exciting
features users will find are new live preflighting capabilities and seamless integration with adobe flash including direct translation of indesign
pages into swf files
InDesign CS6 2016-03-17 updated 2020 edition learn the right way to set your book up for long term success improve sales opportunities and
protect your investment including everything you need to know about isbns barcodes copyright lccns make sure your book can be distributed
by any distributor never have to abandon your hard earned reader reviews ensure your book can be printed by any printer add your book to
the major book industry databases prevent your advance reading copies from being re sold avoid legal headaches and missed filing
deadlines straightforward and easy to digest this is one how to that every new author or publisher should have in their arsenal brooke warner
publisher of she writes press and author of green light your book how writers can succeed in the new era of publishing an essential guide to
publishing identifiers their benefits and uses and most importantly what not to do required reading for every new entrant into book
publishing and for those who have been here a while it s never too late to go back to the sound fundamentals that david wogahn provides
here laura dawson numerical gurus proceed with confidence in spending your time and dollars to get it done right the first time carla king self
pub boot camp a thorough and deceptively simple guide for independent authors and publishers
Register Your Book 2012-11-28 here s the designer s guide to creating excellent e books with indesign creative professionals are designing
more and more e books and e zines as digital publishing increasingly gains market share this book pulls together a wide range of essential
information to help them maximize the versatility of indesign for e publishing if you need to know how to build deploy and manage digital
publications using indesign here s your guide to the process from understanding the platforms and devices and how best to design for them
to creating media rich content for multiple formats using a variety of technologies designers are seeking to sharpen their skills to compete in
today s e publishing market and this book is packed with necessary information about creating and adapting content for e publication
explains how to plan a new digital publication convert a print publication to digital add multimedia and interactivity and publish and distribute
the finished product covers platforms devices and formats creating media rich content designing for different devices and managing digital
publications examines adobe s digital publishing system css html5 and other commercial vehicles available for e publishing on multiple
platforms including ipad kindle nook and other tablets and e readers epublishing with indesign is a valuable tool for designers seeking to
boost their skills and create cutting edge e publications
ePublishing with InDesign CS6 2012-07-20 this volume provides an in depth look at the experience of the ordinary us marine grunt in
vietnam organisation of the corps weaponry equipment uniforms training and medical arrangements are all discussed however where this
book differs from other similar works is not only in the detail that it goes into but also in the unifying theme of examining all these differing
aspects of marine life from the point of view of a soldier serving in the conflict the author charles melson actually served in vietnam and it is
this personal experience that allows him to provide such a unique angle on the subject
US Marine Rifleman in Vietnam 1965–73 2015-07-18 the four lncs volume set 9175 9178 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th
international conference on learning and collaboration technologies uahci 2015 held as part of the 17th international conference on human
computer interaction hcii 2015 in los angeles ca usa in august 2015 jointly with 15 other thematically similar conferences the total of 1462
papers and 246 posters presented at the hcii 2015 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4843 submissions these papers of



the four volume set address the following major topics lncs 9175 universal access in human computer interaction access to today s
technologies part i addressing the following major topics lncs 9175 design and evaluation methods and tools for universal access universal
access to the web universal access to mobile interaction universal access to information communication and media lncs 9176 gesture based
interaction touch based and haptic interaction visual and multisensory experience sign language technologies and smart and assistive
environments lncs 9177 universal access to education universal access to health applications and services games for learning and therapy
and cognitive disabilities and cognitive support and lncs 9178 universal access to culture orientation navigation and driving accessible
security and voting universal access to the built environment and ergonomics and universal access
Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction. Access to Today's Technologies 2013-07-05 sharpen your indesign skills with this
definitive resource created specifically for design professionals who need to produce great work in indesign cc regardless of the delivery
platform best selling authors olav martin kvern david blatner and bob bringhurst share their hands on techniques to help you master indesign
s advanced layout tools this book is brimming with insightful advice illustrations and shortcuts that will have you producing high quality work
in no time this is the book that experts open to find real answers to their questions about indesign it s written in a friendly visual style that
offers accurate information and creative inspiration for every indesign user whether you re publishing to a tablet mobile phone or traditional
print publication in real world adobe indesign cc you ll learn how to use the new creative cloud features and enhancements including
managing font menu favorites qr codes and much more prep documents and use the improved epub export feature for web and mobile
publishing take full advantage of the best typesetting features on the market use best practices for consistent color management increase
productivity with scripts and other automation features
Real World Adobe InDesign CC 2013-09-09 the best book hands down for any author looking to self publish a refreshing change from the hard
sell type of internet marketing i d been exposed to previously i would have given this book 10 stars if i could a must have for anyone who
aspires to self publish now having read many more on the subject there are many i can say without question this is the best one your one
stop guide for everything self publishing save time money energy and sell ebooks discover the best ways to maximize social media and
online platform create a professional blog site design ebook covers format and upload for amazon smashwords barnes noble apple and other
retailers convert documents to any format epub mobi pdf and more create a professional website rise with seo search engine optimization in
google bing rankings sell from your own sites with a system that runs on autopilot make paperbacks use pr public relations to drive traffic to
you and much more plus you can do all these things for free packed with information examples over 250 links to sites and software to
accomplish goals at retailers and your own websites simple enough for beginners and relevant to experts who could use extra guidance like
ten books in one the only source for everything to succeed updated for 2013 subjects sell ebooks ebook business publish ebooks self
publishing writers writers reference writing e publishing book marketing kindle indie authors
How to Make, Market and Sell Ebooks - All for Free 2023-06-08 take control of your self publishing journey updated for the latest versions of
latex and overleaf with new strategies to optimize your workflow captivate your target audience and enhance your book s visual appeal even
better books with latex the agile way in 2023 provides an in depth exploration of contemporary book writing and marketing digital platforms
like amazon google and leanpub have reshaped the publication process this book offers pragmatic strategies for using latex and overleaf to
overcome challenges in the self publishing landscape understanding that crafting a high quality book requires attention to a specific
readership we discuss how to establish rapport with potential readers in the initial stages of writing we highlight the concept of releasing
early work portions to enhance the book s quality and enable a shift to promising ideas we delve into how contemporary project management



methods can redefine your writing process by breaking your work into user stories content can be repurposed for marketing turning logical
book sections into preview materials for blogs newsletters and more even better books with latex the agile way in 2023 is designed for
seasoned authors wishing to enhance their workflow and new writers seeking to navigate self publishing the book will help you understand
and adapt to the modern publishing landscape s fluctuations with aplomb bundled with this book is a template that will give you a head start
in your publishing process in fact this very book was produced with the same template you can check out the template here overleaf com
latex templates book template for amazon kdp and google play e book and pdf dypgzfzmhnmc if you are already proficient in latex and
project management you can go straight ahead and use the template likewise if you are looking for detailed explanations of each command
there are more comprehensive books and online resources available this book is for beginners what would lead a computer scientist to write
about publishing books with latex clemens lode has a passion for clean design and streamlined workflows in software projects the same
methods can be applied to publishing and typesetting in this book he explains the provided book template file by file so that you can adapt it
to your needs and concentrate on actually writing and marketing the book even better books with latex the agile way in 2023 covers the
entire publishing process from your initial concept to marketing your book on amazon google or leanpub the focus of this book is to organize
your book s ideas chapters files images and formatting as well as to guide you through the process of uploading your book to a publisher
table of contents part 1 the agile way great expectations incorporate books into your professional career starting a new book what to keep
and what to remove selecting personas how to organize your ideas how to organize your ideas fiction books the rules of your book how to
optimize the work process how to get early feedback from readers part 2 latex comparison of word and latex generate your first e book filling
the template latex basics bibliography and citations index creation template management polishing for print polishing for e book release
publishing on amazon kdp how to create cover graphics publishing on google play publishing on leanpub writing a series tex4ht configuration
Even Better Books with LaTeX the Agile Way in 2023 2022-03-23 bioinformatics a practical guide to ncbi databases and sequence
alignments provides the basics of bioinformatics and in depth coverage of ncbi databases sequence alignment and ncbi sequence local
alignment search tool blast as bioinformatics has become essential for life sciences the book has been written specifically to address the
need of a large audience including undergraduates graduates researchers healthcare professionals and bioinformatics professors who need
to use the ncbi databases retrieve data from them and use blast to find evolutionarily related sequences sequence annotation construction of
phylogenetic tree and the conservative domain of a protein to name just a few technical details of alignment algorithms are explained with a
minimum use of mathematical formulas and with graphical illustrations key features provides readers with the most used bioinformatics
knowledge of bioinformatics databases and alignments including both theory and application via illustrations and worked examples discusses
the use of windows command prompt linux shell r and python for both entrez databases and blast the companion website contains tutorials r
and python codes instructor materials including slides exercises and problems for students this is the ideal textbook for bioinformatics
courses taken by students of life sciences and for researchers wishing to develop their knowledge of bioinformatics to facilitate their own
research
Bioinformatics 2014 according to the council of graduate schools only 57 percent of students who start their ph d s complete them within
10 years and many times it s the thesis or dissertation that is holding them back but if you re equipped with how to write an exceptional
thesis or dissertation you won t waste precious time deliberating how to organize and execute a persuasive thorough thesis or dissertation
for both master s and doctorate levels even if you have never written a paper that spanned more than five pages or spoken in front of a
committee you will learn how to easily formulate and utilize the correct research methodology organization citation styles formatting options



submission guidelines and presentation pointers to ensure that the academic world will notice and respect your hard work with this book you
will learn everything from the ground level basics to the more detailed breakdown of the research process you will gain a strong
understanding of the difference between a thesis and dissertation and you will grasp the components expected of your work regardless of the
subject matter of your research this book will walk you through the entire process step by step teaching you how to structure a planning and
writing schedule that will keep the process manageable and not overwhelming you will learn how to locate and recognize a topic that is
appropriate for your thesis or dissertation and you will discover how to expand on the subject matter to ensure it s unique and distinct from
any other research out there how do you know if your research proposal is too broad or too narrow how do you know what academic
assistance is available to help you further how to write an exceptional thesis or dissertation will break it all down in this book you will gain
insight regarding the entire research process from organizing your literature and materials most effectively to analyzing and evaluating the
big picture for defense this book will ensure that your argument is strong sound and persuasive throughout your entire thesis or dissertation
from the introductory chapter through the summarizing conclusive statements and you will learn how to do so without plagiarizing or cutting
corners you will master how to write ethically objectively and properly according to your academic subject s standards as well as how to work
within a committee work with the aid of your advisor present your defense and get your work published worldwide understand how to
undergo a formal peer review and how to revise your writing to be accurate and up to date with this book as your guide you will even find out
how your research can take you from a proposal to a published writing career within the pages of this easy to understand manual are
countless interviews conducted with experienced published academic writers and researchers who dispense valuable advice that will help
you succeed read about their trials and errors through the thesis and dissertation writing process from proposal to defense and apply this
knowledge to your own academic career with this book as your guide your thesis or dissertation will be a pleasure for you to write and a
pleasure for your academic audience to read if you don t think you are capable of being a groundbreaking writer and researcher in your field
think again
How to Write an Exceptional Thesis Or Dissertation 2021-02-22 this volume provides practical but provocative case studies of
exemplary projects that apply digital technology or methods to the study of religion an introduction and 16 essays are organized by the kinds
of sources digital humanities scholars use texts images and places with a final section on the professional and pedagogical issues digital
scholarship raises for the study of religion
Digital Humanities and Research Methods in Religious Studies 2013-06-27 information literacy and library instruction are at the heart
of the academic library s mission but how do you bring that instruction to an increasingly diverse student body and an increasingly varied
spectrum of majors in this updated expanded new second edition featuring more than 75 new content ragains and 16 other library instructors
share their best practices for reaching out to today s unique users readers will find strategies and techniques for teaching college and
university freshmen community college students students with disabilities and those in distance learning programs alongside sample lesson
plans presentations brochures worksheets handouts and evaluation forms ragains and his contributors offer proven approaches to teaching
students in the most popular programs of study including english literature art and art history film studies history psychology science
agricultural sciences and natural resources hospitality business music anthropology engineering coverage of additional special topics
including legal information for non law students government information and patent searching make this a complete guide to information
literacy instruction
Information Literacy Instruction that Works 2020-02-13 this book examines military and civilian actors in international interventions



and offers a new analytical framework to apply on such interventions while it is frequently claimed that success in international interventions
hinges largely on military civilian coherence cooperation has proven challenging to achieve in practice this book examines why this is the
case by analysing various approaches employed by military and civilian actors and discussing the different relationships between the
intervening actors and those upon whom they have intervened the work analyses different military concepts such as peacekeeping and
counterinsurgency and the often troubled relationship between the humanitarian and military intervening actors it presents a new analytical
framework to examine these relationships based on identification theory which illuminates how the interveners represent those they have
been deployed to engage as well as their own identity and role as such the book offers an enhanced understanding of the challenges related
to civil military cooperation in international interventions as well as a theoretical contribution to the study of interventions more generally this
book will be of much interest to students of international interventions military studies peacekeeping security studies and international
relations
Civil-Military Relations in International Interventions 2017-12-15 creative professionals seeking the fastest easiest most
comprehensive way to learn adobe indesign choose adobe indesign cc classroom in a book 2018 release from adobe press the 15 project
based step by step lessons show users the key techniques for working in indesign designers will build a strong foundation of typographic
page layout and document construction skills that will enable them to produce a broad range of print and digital publications from a simple
postcard to an interactive adobe pdf with form fields the real world tasks in this comprehensive book are presented in an easy to follow step
by step format and are designed to train beginning adobe indesign users in the program from fundamental features to powerful layout and
output skills this book will also help experienced indesign users elevate their skills understand best practices and learn about new features
the online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete the projects featured in each lesson as well as ebook
updates when adobe releases relevant new features for creative cloud customers all buyers of the book get full access to the edition a based
version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and multiple choice quizzes
Adobe InDesign CC Classroom in a Book (2018 release) 2012 the 4th edition of the handbook of research on educational
communications and technology expands upon the previous 3 versions providing a comprehensive update on research pertaining to new and
emerging educational technologies chapters that are no longer pertinent have been eliminated in this edition with most chapters being
completely rewritten expanded and updated additionally new chapters pertaining to research methodologies in educational technology have
been added due to expressed reader interest each chapter now contains an extensive literature review documenting and explaining the most
recent outstanding research including major findings and methodologies employed the handbook authors continue to be international leaders
in their respective fields the list is cross disciplinary by design and great effort was taken to invite authors outside of the traditional
instructional design and technology community
ePub - Proceedings of the 4th European Conference on on Intellectual Capital 2013-07-03 this is the first nursing book on cancer
care designed around a conceptual model of whole person care key concepts are stress healing resilience and health as a clinical model
nursing goals desired outcomes key concepts and proposed psychosocial interventions with patients and family caregivers advance the
practice of clinical nursing toward a more comprehensive understanding of the whole person with cancer and their loved ones as a model for
teaching nursing students about chronic illness it provides a scientific basis for students to learn how to assess and care for the whole person
and his loved one as a model for clinical research in the field of cancer care it serves as a predicate for the development evaluation and
interpretation of clinical interventions the model is a dynamic framework that both informs and is informed by research findings it is hoped



that future research findings will reveal the optimal combination of interventions to provide comprehensive care across clinical contexts with
a patient centred humanistic focus anchored by the quality of the nurse patient and family caregiver relationships it is hoped that the nurse s
technical procedural and medical expertise may complement rather than define the nurse s approach to the whole patient and family the
book is structured to facilitate the reader s easy access to needed information each chapter examines a key concept of the model and is
organized around an introduction learning objectives definitions and relevant research findings that serve as the scientific predicate for
suggested interventions discussed in part 4 nursing approaches clinical and personal anecdotes tables and figures illustrate the concepts
under discussion nurse practitioners clinic nurse specialists nursing professors graduate students and nurse researchers may find this book a
useful reference for conceptualizing whole person care and for determining relevant interventions that promote healing resilience and health
but it is also relevant for family doctors and fourth year students learning to care for the whole person with a chronic illness
Handbook of Research on Educational Communications and Technology 2022-12-08 this second edition of new business models in
the digital age is full of updated need to know information for anyone interested in this topic due to the outstanding reception the original
report had in 2014 having been downloaded over 5 000 times and because of all of the available new data and important developments it
was necessary to expand the report after just a year to include all of the changes that have taken place since then some of the biggest news
in this year s edition comes from the world of micropayments namely the new and hotly debated pay what you read business model the
newest changes in subscription models which are having a hard time taking hold in the book sector are also discussed as is the surge in the
number of new crowdfunding projects that have led to the consolidation of this business trend in the last year alone
Promoting Healing and Resilience in People with Cancer: A Nursing Perspective 2016-03-07 contemporary developments in the book
publishing industry are changing the system as we know it changes in established understandings of authorship and readership are leading
to new business models in line with the postulates of 2 0 socially networked authorship book production and reading are among the social
and discursive practices starting to define this emerging system websites offering socially networked collaborative and shared reading are
increasingly important social reading maps socially networked reading within the larger framework of a changing conception of books and
reading this book is structured into chapters covering topics in social reading and a new conception of the book an evaluation of social
reading platforms an analysis of social reading applications the personalization of system contents reading in the cloud and the development
of new business models and open access e books discusses social reading as an emerging tendency involving authors readers librarians
publishers and other industry professionals describes how the way we read is changing presents ways in which the major players in the
digital content industry are developing specific applications to foster socially networked reading
How the new business models in the digital age have evolved 2013-10-31 new apple iphone 4 users will want to start using their
devices as soon as they get their hands on them and the iphone pocket guide shows them how trusted gadget teacher christopher breen
reveals the quickest way to learn iphone 4 features everything is covered including built in apps facetime video calling hd video recording
shoot edit and share all in hd 5 megapixel camera with led flash and 5x digital zoom breen also covers the basics such as making calls and
navigating through your music tv shows and movies along the way christopher breen offers hints for making the most of the device s settings
and troubleshooting advice for when the iphone becomes uncooperative
Social Reading 2013 the regional offices of the food and agriculture organization of the united nations fao the world organisation for animal
health oie and the world health organization who in asia and the pacific region regional tripartite have a longstanding and successful
partnership in promoting and facilitating a one health approach to address challenges at the human animal environment interface the



regional tripartite has agreed to collaborate to enhance multisectoral partnerships at country level ensuring that necessary multisectoral
interventions reach all the affected populations inneed includinghard to reachvulnerable populations and to accelerate control and
elimination of neglected parasitic zoonoses across the asia and the pacific region prevention and control of infection in animals is one of the
critical means to reduce the burden of zoonoses in humans therefore the animal health sector has a very important role to play however
awareness and knowledge are often limited among veterinary authorities public health practitioners animal health practitioners and animal
owners this handbook focuses on interventions that the animal health sector can implement to prevent human and animal disease caused by
these parasites it aims to provide up to date information in a concise form and is expected to encourage the relevant stakeholders to take
actions to control and prevent neglected parasitic zoonoses although the handbook was written primarily for asia and the pacific region the
information is relevant in many other regions
Conference proceedings. ICT for language learning 2010-09-09 this book presents an original theory of the just price and it is a welcome
addition to scholarship on a radically underdeveloped field this work reassesses the age old idea that there is a just price of things one that
goes beyond the scholastic tradition of the just price and its exclusive concern with commutative justice there is more to just price theory
than the concern for keeping equality of value between goods exchanged modern concerns over efficiency autonomy and distributive justice
can also find a place within a theory of the just price the book presents a new approach to just price theory through a broad analysis of
different values and the incorporation of those conceptions into a wider normative framework argues that these different values ground
varied conceptions of the just price and promotes a virtue based approach to price justification as an adequate framework for meeting the
challenges that stem from each conception perfect for scholars and students in the fields of jurisprudence philosophy of private law contract
law and political theory this book makes a significant contribution to legal theory and the emerging field of the philosophy of economics
The iPhone Pocket Guide 2021-12-02 this book describes several aspects of transcranial magnetic stimulation tms in neuropsychiatry
inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms of the human brain the use of tms in the research and treatment of cognitive disorders various aspects
of tms application aimed at the cerebellum its effects on impulsivity in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and borderline personality
disorder its effects in the treatment of tinnitus and obsessive compulsive disorder pain and chronic headache and finally the safety of tms for
staff hopefully this book will help to expand the knowledge of tms
A key role for veterinary authorities and animal health practitioners in preventing and controlling neglected parasitic zoonoses 2023-08-10
Just Price Theory 2018-09-12
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation in Neuropsychiatry
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